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The notion of homogen~ous systems imtroduced im S I of this paper is am abstraction of holno-

geneity of homogemeous lloops amd groups. In comsideration of the geometric approach tried in 

[1], the left tramslatious of homogemeous Lie loops lead us to the notiom of (parallel) displacememts 

of homogeneous systems. This paper is aimed at the axionratic comstruction of Inomogeneous 

systems which wiHl be useful to the study of a certaim class of locally reductive spaces imcludiug 

homogemeous Lie loops and Lie grotnps. Im S2 the holnogemeous systems of homogeneous loops 

are found. In S3 it is shown that any autornorphism of a homogeneous systeln is an automor-

phism tixing the origim followed by a displacememt from the origin. As the isotropy subgroup 

of the group of displacements the motiom of holonomy groups is obtaimed which is closely related 

with (mom-) associativity of the binary system induced from the homogemeous systeln. Symmetric 

homogueous systems are imtroduced in S4 which should bc combiEled with symmetric homo'eneows 

s paces. 

S 1. Hounogeneous Systems 

Let G be a non-empty set. A ternary system n : G x G x G->G on G will be called 

a /･70lnogeneous system if it satisfies the following conditions; 

(1.1) n(x, x, J') =n(x, y, x) = y 

(1.2) n(x, y, n(y, x, z))=_7 and 

(1.3) n(x, y, 'n(u, v, w)) =n(n(x, y, u), n(x, y, v), n(x, y, w)) 

for x, y, z, u, v, w e G. 

For a homogeneous system n on G we consider the maps n(x, y) : G~>G by setting 

n(x, y)z : =n(x, y, z) for x, y, z e G. Then from (1.1) and (1.2) it follows that the map 

n(x, y) is a permutation of G for any pair x, y e G, which will be called the displace-

ment of n from x to J'. Indeed the second equality of (1.1) shows that n(x, y) brings 

x to y. The remaining conditions for the homogeneous system are rewritten as 

(1.1') n(x, x) = IG (the identity map of G) 

(1.2') n(x, y)~1 = n(y, x) 

(1.3') n(x, y) is an automorphism of 11 
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For a fixed a e G we define a binary operation l/(a) with respect to the homo-

geneous system n on G as follows : 

ll(a)(x, y)=n(a, x, y), x, y e G. (1.4) 

Then (1.3') shows 

PROPOSITION 1. Each displacement n(x, y) of a homogeneous system induces 
isolnorphisms of binary systems defined above, that is, n(x, y): (G, //(a))_>(G, //(a')), 

a'=n(x, y)a, is an isom.orphism. 

REMARK I . If a homogeneous system on a topological space G is continuous, 

then the multiplication xy = //(a)(x, y) for a fixed a e G defines an H-space on G with 

the umt a 

EXAMPLE (Homogeneous system of a group). Let G be a group. Then the ter-

nary system n defined by 

(1.5) n(x, y, z)=yx~1z for x, y, zeG, 
is a homogeneous system on G which will be called the homogeneous system of the group 

G. The binary operation //(') defined by (1.4) is just equal to the group operation of 

G, where e is the identity. In this case, n satisfies the transition relation 

(1.6) n(y, z)n(x, y)=n(x, z) for x y z e G 

It is shown that the homogeneous system of a group is characterized by this condition, 

that is ; 

PROPOSITION 2. A homogeneous system n on a set G is that of a group if and 
only ifn sati.",fies (1.6). 

PRooF. It is suflicient to show that if the homogeneous system n satisfies (1.6) 

then (G, I/(')) is a group for any fixed e e G. For the multiplication xy : = //(e)(x, y), 

(1.1) implies ex=xe=x for any x e G. By (1.3) and (1.6) we have x(yz)=n(e, x, n(e, 

y, z)) = n(n(e, x)e, n(e, x)y, n(e, x)z) = n(x, xy)n(e, x)z = n(e, xy)z = (xy)z. The inverse 

x~1 of x is given by x~1=n(x, e, e). Hence (G, //(')) is a group. In this case, the 

homogeneous system of the group is equal to n. q. e. d. 

REMARK 2. Since (1.1) and (1.6) implies (1.2), it can be said that to give a group 

operation on a set G is equal to give a ternary operation n on G satisfying (1.1), (1.3) 

and (1.6) and a fixed element e as the identity. 

S 2. Hornogeneous Loops 

In the preceding paper [1] we have introduced the notion of homogeneous loops. 
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A homogeneous loop (G, ll) is a non-empty set G with a multiplication //(x, y) = xy 

satisfying the following conditions (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3) 

(2.1) (G, //) is a loop, i. e., it has the two-sided identity e and, for each x 

e G, the left translation L* : yH>xy and the right translation R* : y 

H> yx are permutations of G 

(2.2) Each x e G has its inverse x~1 such that Lx~i = (Lx)~1 

(2.3) For each pair x, y e G the left inner mapping Lx y=L-1L L is an 
, xy x y automorphism of (G, ,l) 

Now we consider the homogeneous system of a homogeneous loop. Since any 
group rs a homogeneous loop whose left inner mappings are equal to the identity map 

the discussion on groups in the last section is a special one of the following : 

THEOREM 1. On a hol'nogeneous loop (G, /1) there is a unique homogeneous sys-

tem n: G x G x G->G such that 

(2.4) p(x, y) = n(e, x, y) , 
where e is the identity of/t. n is given by 

(2.5) n(x, y, z)=x((x~ly) (x~1z)) for x, y, z e G. 

This homogeneous system will be called the homogeneous system of the loop 
(G, I/)-

PROOF. Let n be a homogeneous system on G satisfying (2.4). Then we have 
Lx=n(e, x) and n(e, x~1)=n(x, e). By using (1.2') and (1.3) we get (2.5) as x((x~1y) 

(x~iz))=n(e, x)n(e, x~1y, x~1z)=n(x, y, z) for x, y, z e G. Next we show that 11 

defined by (2.5) is actually a homogeneous system on G. (1.1) is an immediate con-

sequence of (2.5). From the formulae for the left inner mappings of homogeneous 
loo ps ; 

(2.6) L*,*-iy=Ly-1,x=(L*_i,y)-1 (cf. Lemma 1.8 of [1]) 

we obtain (1.2'), that is, n(x, y)n(y, x) =LyLx,x~iyLy,y-1xL~1 = IG for x, y e G. From 

(2.6) we get also 

n(x, y) =LyLy-i,xLx~1' 

Then by using (2.3) we obtain 

(2.7) * . n(x, y)n(x, z)w=n(y, n(x, .y)z, n(x, y)w) 

which is one of the special cases of (1.3). Since n(x, J')n(u, v, w) = n(x, y)n(x, u)n(u, 
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x)n(u, v)w, (1.3) can be shown by using (2.7) repeatedly. q, e. d. 

REMARK 3. If n is the homogeneous system of a homogeneous loop (G, I/), 
then (2.5) shows that the binary system (G, ll(*)) defined by (1.4) is the transposed loop 

of (G, kl) centered at a e G (cf. S I of [1]). It is used in the definition of the canonical 

connection of homogeneous Lie loops (cf. also S 3 of [1]). From the above theorem 

it follows that the homogeneous system of a homogeneous loop (G, ll) can be regarded 

as the apparatus which assigns to each a e G the transposed loop ,1(*) at a. In this 

case each displacement n(x, y) induces isomorphisms of transposed loops as shown in 

Proposition 1. 

REMARK 4. Homogeneous systems are not always those of homogeneous loops 

For mstance, define a ternary operation n on R" by 

x+y z if x~y 
n(x, y, z)= 

if x=y, 

for x, y, z e R". Then n is a homogeneous system on R". However, //(x, y) = n(O, 

x, y) does not form a loop since ~(O, x) = //(2x, x) for x ~ O, that is, the right transla-

tion R* (x ~ O) is not a permutation of R" 

THEOREM 2. Let (G, n) be a hom,ogeneous system. It is the holnogeneous sys-

tem of a homogeneous loop if an,d only if there exists a,n eleme.nt e e G such t/･1at t/･1e 

map p(*') defined by p(*')y : =11(e, y, x) is a permutation of the set G. 

PROoF. Let (G, //) be a homogeneous loop. Then its homogeneous system rs 
defined by (2.5) so the map p(*') for the identity e is the right translation R* of (G, I/), 

which is a permutation of G. Conversely, suppose that a homogeneous system (G, n) 

has an element e e G such that p(*') is a permutation of G. We show that the binary 

system p = ll(') defined by (1.4) for e is a homogeneous loop with the identity e. Then 

Theorem I implies that n is the homogeneous system of (G, /1). From (1.1) rt Is clear 

that e is the two-sided identity of p. The left translation L* of ,l is the displacement 

11(e, x) from e to x which is a permutation of G and the right translation R* = p(*') is 

assumed to be a permutation of G so (2.1) is satisfied by p. Set x~1 : = n(x, e, e) for 

each x e G. Then we have L* - i = (L*)- I . For any pair x, y e G, the left inner mapping 

L*,y rs expressed by displacements of n as 

(2.8) L*,y=n(xy, e)n(x, xy)n(e, x) =n(x~1, e)n(y, x~ 1)n(e, y) 

where xy = u(x, y). By (1.3') each displacement of n is an automorphism of n, so the 

equality L*,yn(e, u, v) = n(L*,ye, L*,yu, L*,yv) holds which shows that the left inner 

mapping L*,y is an automorphism of /1. Thus (G, /4) is shown to be a homogeneous 
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S 3. Automorphisms of HoEnogeneous Systems 

An a,utomorphism a of a homogeneous system (G, n) is a permutation of G such 

that an(x, y, z) = n(ax, ay, az) for all x, y, z e G. The automorphism group of n 

will be denoted by A(n) and its isotropy subgroup at e e G by A.(n). Since the results 

about semi-direct products of homogeneous loops given in [1] are founded mostly 

on their left translations, they lead us to the corresponding results of automorphisms 

of homogeneous systems. For instance ; 

THEOREM 3. Let n be a homogeneous system on a set G. For a fixed element 
e e G denote by G. the subset of A(n) consisting of all displacelnents ~(e, x), x e G, 

from e. Then. A(n) is uniquely factorized as 

(3 . I ) A(~) = G. A.(n) 
that is, eac/7 auto'nol'pl7isl77 CF e A(n) of n is factol'ed in a unique waJ' as a=n(e, x)oc, 

oc e Ae(n)' 

PRooF. For any a e A(n) set x = U(e). Then oc = n(x, e)a is an element of A.(n) 

and a = n(e, x)oc. On the other hand, if n(e, x)oc = n(e, y)p for cc, p e A.(n), then operat-

ing it on e we get x =y and so oc= p. q. e. d. 
As a matter of fact the composition of two automorphisms of n is related with the 

binary system l/(') at e as follows ; if a = n(e, x)oc and T = n(e, y)p are elements of A(n) 

then 

(3.2) alc = n(e, x ' ocy)hx.'y ccp, 

where x ' ccJ' = p(e)(x, ocy) and ~x,y denotes the element of Ae(n) given by 

(3.3) Ax,y=n(x ' y, e)n(e, x)n(e, y) 

which is also equal to each of the last two terms of (2.8) 

Let D(n) be the group of displacements of tl, i. e., the subgroup of A(n) generated 

by all displacements of n and set A.(n) : = Ae(~) n D(n) which will be called the holonomy 

group of n at e e G. 

The followings are easily proved : 

PROPOSITION 3. The holonomy groups of a homogeneous system n are in the 
sam.e conjugacy class in A(n), that is, Ay(n) = n(x, y)Ax(n)n(y, x) for any x, y e G. 

PROPOSITION 4. A homogeneous system n is that of a group if and only if the 
holonomy .group .of n is trivial.. 

From Theorem 3 we have th.e' followihg 
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COROLLARY I D(n) = G. A.(n) (uniquely factored). 

COROLLARY 2. If n is the hom.og~neous systeln of a homogeneous loop (G, I/), 

then the group A.(n), D(n) and A.(n) (e being the identity of //) are the automorphism 

group, the left translation group and the left inner mapping group of (G, p), respec-

tivel y. 

(2.8), (3.2) and (3.3) also imply 

COROLLARY 3. Under the same assumption as in Corollary 2, A(n) (resp. D(n)) 

is isolnorphic to the selni-direct pl'oduct G x A.(n) (resp. G x A*(n)) of the homogeneous 

loop G by the group A.(n) (resp. A.(n)). Cf.'Corollary 2.2 of [1]. 

REMARK 5. From Theorem 3 and Corollary I , it follows that.the set G with a 

homogeneous system n is identified with the quotient space A(n)/A.(tl) (resp. D(fl)l 

A.(n)) for any fixed e. If G is a group and n its homogeneous system, then A*(n) is 

the automorphism group of G which is normal in A(n) 

EXAMPLE. Let n be the homogeneous system of the additive group of R". 
Then w = n(x, y, z) is the fourth vertex of the parallelogram zxyw with the parallel 

edges xzl/yw (which may be degenerate) and the displacement n(x, y) is the parallel 

displacement of R" from x to y. The automorphism group A(n) is the affine trans-

formation group of R". 

S 4. Symmetric Homogeneous Systems 

A homogeneous system n on G will be called symmetric if, for each x e G, the map 

Sx : G~~G defined by Sxy : = n(y, x, x), is an atltomorphism of n. By definition of Sx 

the equalities Sxx = x and SxSx = I G are- clear) and so 9ach Sx is a permutation qf G.. 

If n is symmetric the equality SxSyz = n(S*z, Sxy, S*y) is also valid . From these equali-

ties we have 

PROPOSmON 5. Let (G, n) be a symlnetl'ic homogeneous system. Under the 
multiplication defined by x*y: =SxJ', G is a reflection space of O. Loos [2], i. e., 

it sati.~,fies ~*x =x, x*(x*y)= y and x*(y*z) =(x*y)*(x*z). 

For a fixed e e G, the left translation Lx With . respect to the multiplication l/(e) 

satisfies. (L~-IfLx~i for x~}=n(x, e, e). H~nce w~ get n(e, x)~1.=n(e, S.x) from 

which we can prove the following theorem, similarly as in Theorem 6.1 of [1] ; 

THEOREM 4. Let,A(n) = G. eA.(n) b.e the.decomposition ofthe automorphism group 
of a homogeneous system (G, n) for a fixed e e d (cf. theorem 3). Th;en the .ho.mo-

geneous system n is symmetric if and only if the mapping of A(n) onto itself sending 

n(e, x)oc to n(e, x)~ IQe is an automorphism of. th-e_ grou:p A(n), wh~re~~e e A~(n): . ' 
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COROLLARY (cf. Theorem 6.1 of [1]). Suppose tha,t (G, n) is th,e hom.ogeneous 

system of a homogeneous loop (G, p). Then n is symlnetric if and only if (G, I/) 

is a symlnetric hom,ogeneou.s loop, that is bJ' defin,ition, (xy)~1=x~ Iy~1 hold.s in 

(G, //) fot x, y e G. 

[1] 

[2] 
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